
 

 

      

 

as I tumble softly through the sky 
 

I found myself in an old rowboat floating through the sky. I have no idea how I 

got here like this. I mean, how do you explain or interpret the unexplainable? I’m just 

here, in this soft floating dream machine.  

The sky is an endless rolling expanse of cotton, streams of puffy clouds, waving 

strands, baby blue breeze and fresh air.  

I see another old rowboat approaching through the strands of wiggling smoky 

mist. A man is sitting in it. He is wearing a brown suit and a tie. He is reading the 

newspaper and wearing a monocle. “Hey! . . Hey!” I call, waving an arm to signal him. 

“Hey, over here!” My voice echoes as if in a gymnasium. The man looks over. “I’m on 

my way to work,” he says flatly, as if he did this everyday and didn’t want to be 

bothered.  

Another man drifts into view from out of the mist. He’s wearing a baseball 

uniform. Several dots appear in the hazy distance. And then more dots beyond those. 

There seems to be more old boats in the fog of clouds, some gliding above me, others 

below.  

Some of them get quite close as they sail on by. One has a mother with her son 

sitting next to her. Another has a cheerleader. One has a tiger. Another a policewoman 

who looks as if she needs a hug; another a mailman who needs reassurance. These are the 

people who populate our lives.  

Now more rowboats, many in disrepair, in various states of decay, some with 

large holes and planks missing, some all but falling apart - a student who needs a 

compliment; a trumpet player who needs a breath mint; an out-of-work dentist; a lonely 

lawyer/lumber jack; a girl with a violin in her lap (she isn’t playing it); a workman with a 

sledge hammer in his lap; a teenager who is actually laboring to pry his boat apart board 

by board; the man in the suit again; a gymnast doing a hand stand; a man sitting still, his 

head tilted back, looking straight up with a lighted grill balancing on his chin; a woman 

standing, balancing a large T.V. on her head; people balancing things; sudden 

iconography; these are the people in our lives.  

“Where am I going?!!” I call in distress to the man in the suit as he sinks away. I 

am distraught. I wave my arms. After a brief pause, the man turns and lets his paper flop 

down into his lap. He drifts further away. He is watching me with a sad look on his face. 

He sighs as if the answer couldn’t be found in the newspaper. “I don’t know,” he reports 



 

 

dryly, calmly turning back to his newspaper as boards begin to drop from above.  
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